


Developed by Controllers...
...for Controllers

With electronic �ight strips, a controller can perform every action available with traditional paper strips and so much more.
Strip Functionality
Angulation (tilting) - When this action 
is performed the �ight strip appears 
angulated on all screens, regardless of the 
host who performed the action. When the 
angulation is no longer needed, it is 
removed with a single touch.
Flipping - When a �ight strip has been 
�ipped it will appear to be blank 
displaying only the aircraft’s call sign in 
large print. When the strip is �ipped 
again, the complete �ight data returns to 
the display.
Marking - A customized marking 
library is created for each facility using 
EFS. From this library, users can select 
text and/or graphical markings to be 
placed on the �ight strip.
Watermarks - Watermarks may be 
placed on top of a strip to call special 
attention to it without interfering with 
�ight data. These watermarks can also be 
applied to empty strips to act as memory 
joggers.

Filtering- Each �ight strip bay can �lter 
viewable strips based on text, limiting the 
number of visible strips displayed. When 
�ltering is cleared, all relevant �ight strips 
will return to the display.
Sorting - Flight strips can be sorted by 
any �eld on the strip, or chronologically  
by arrival to the system or bay. Strips can 
also be sorted manually by simply 
dragging and dropping a strip to the 
desired location.
Runway Selection - The EFS system 
maintains an editable list of active 
runways and only allows currently 
available runways for selection. 
Controllers are noti�ed when an assigned 
runway becomes unavailable due to an 
runway con�guration change.

Editing - Flight strips may be edited to 
update, augment, delete, or replace 
information with edits communicated to 
the �ight data system.
Copying - Flight strips can be copied 
and moved from bay to bay. Any edits 
made to the copy will appear on the 
original and will be highlighted to 
indicate the change.
History- Users can access a complete 
history of any �ight strip from the time it 
arrives in the system until it is archived. 
This history provides the visual state of 
the strip at each change, a time stamp for 
each change, the user/position who 
performed the change, and the host upon 
which the change was made.
Undo- Any action performed on a strip 
can be undone on a step-by-step basis 
until the strip is archived.

System Features
Scalable & Modular- AWI’s EFS solution can be 
implemented as a stand-alone system or as a fully integrated 
component of FlexIDS, allowing complete integration of all ATC 
displays. Our unique design makes it easy to add ATC modules at 
any time, and our �exible architecture allows you to expand your 
network of workstations as your airport grows and additional 
controller positions are needed.

Customizable - The �exible con�guration of AWI’s EFS 
solution allows for individual facilities to operate using 
customized work�ow and �ight strip con�gurations. This means 
that �ight strip routing is programmed based on the facility’s 
unique attributes to provide the most functional and e�cient 
system available. Likewise, �ight strips are completely 
customizable both visually and functionally.


